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Resistomycin (rem, 3) is an unusual aromatic polyketide
metabolite ofStreptomyces resistomycificus1 that exhibits a variety
of pharmacologically relevant properties, for example, inhibition
of HIV-1 protease,2 as well as RNA and DNA polymerase, and
activity against Gram-positive bacteria and mycobacteria.3 More
recently,3 has also been implicated as a modulator of apoptosis
and may thus serve as a valuable tool in cell biology.4

Streptomycetes synthesize aromatic polyketides by type II
polyketide synthases (PKS), a complex of iteratively used individual
proteins. Each aromatic PKS contains a “minimal” set of enzymes
required for polyketide chain elongation, consisting of twoâ-keto-
acylsynthase subunits, KSR and KSâ, and an acyl carrier protein
(ACP). Additional PKS subunits, including keto-reductases, cy-
clases, and aromatases, convert the elongated poly-â-ketoacyl
thioester to the cyclized polyketide molecule prior to further
tailoring reactions (e.g., oxidation, methylation, glycosylation).5 A
number of type II PKS gene clusters have been cloned and
sequenced, and a large body of knowledge on polyketide biosyn-
thesis has been obtained over the past years.5 However, to date,
the precise nature and mechanism of aromatic PKSs has not been
unveiled, and pathway engineering is hampered by a lack of
understanding on the detailed programming of chain propagation
and cyclization of the nascent poly-â-keto intermediates, which
suppresses spontaneous aldol reactions. Considering the vast number
of bacterial aromatic polyketides, it is remarkable that virtually all
polyphenols are formed by a U-shape polyketide folding and thus
can be grouped into linear and angular polyketides, for example,
dehydrorabelomycin (1)6 and tetracenomycin F1 (2).5,7 The cumu-
lated (“discoid”) ring system of3 is a clear exception. Classical
13C-labeling experiments suggested the naphthanthrone derivative
3 is generated by an S-shape folding of the decaketide (Figure 1).8

Exploring the molecular basis of resistomycin biosynthesis may
not only provide novel biosynthetic tools to generate metabolic
diversity, but would also allow a new insight into the controlled
cyclization of the highly reactive polyketide intermediates.

The strong orange fluorescence of3 at 366 nm appeared ideal
for a phenotype screening approach to clone therem biosynthetic
gene cluster, bypassing time-consuming genetic screening proce-
dures. For this purpose, we constructed a self-replicatingE. coli-
Streptomycesshuttle cosmid vector (pKJ01). A similar construct
already proved to be capable of harboring up to 40 kb genomic
fragments,9 more than sufficient to cover the predicted size of the
rem gene cluster (<15 kb). A S. resistomycificuscosmid library
was constructed by ligation of blunted 38-45 kb genomic fragments
into the SwaI site of pKJ01, followed by transfection ofE. coli
EPI 100. All resulting clones were pooled, and the entire cosmid
library was introduced intoS. liVidans TK23 by PEG induced
protoplast transformation.10 Positive transformants were selected
for thiostrepton resistance and grown on R5 plates for 5 days. Out
of about 800 clones, one transformant (S. liVidans TK23/pKJ05)
was detected by its orange fluorescence under UV light. Fermenta-
tion of this clone and HPLC-MS analysis of the extract unequivo-
cally proved the identity of this product ofS. liVidansTK23/pKJ05
with 3 (Figure 1). Thus, the cosmid was expected to contain the
entire set ofrem biosynthetic genes.

Plasmid DNA was recovered and subjected to shotgun sequenc-
ing. Frame analysis of the 15 kbrem biosynthesis gene cluster
(GenBank accession nr. AJ585192), which is flanked by genes
involved in primary metabolism and housekeeping, revealed 18
open reading frames (ORFs) that consist of 11 structural genes and
7 genes for regulation and resistance. Putative functions of deduced
gene products were assigned by homology with known protein
sequences in the databases. Analysis of therem gene cluster
disclosed several very unusual features. The PKS gene cassette
clearly deviates from the common KSR/KSâ/ACP architecture. First,
the probablerem ACP (RemC) has only weak homology to its
counterparts from known aromatic PKSs, but rather resembles ACPs

Scheme 1. Model for the Biosynthesis of Angular (1) and Linear
(2) Dekaketides versus “Discoid” Resistomycin (3); Diverging
Pathways of 2 and 3

Figure 1. (A) Map of shuttle cosmid vector pKJ01; (B) HPLC-MS analyses
of wild type (a),S. liVidansTK23/pKJ05 (b), and host as the control (c).
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from fatty acid synthases. Second, with only a very few excep-
tions,9,11 minimal PKS genes are grouped (Figure 2). In therem
cluster, genes encoding theremKSR/KSâ heterodimer (remAB) are
separated from the ACP generemCby one inserted ORF (remD).
The deduced gene product ofremD has high homology to
phosphopantetheinyl transferases (PPTases) that transformapo-
ACPs into activatedholo-ACPs. In addition, much to our surprise,
a gene (remE) that codes for a malonyl-CoA:ACP transacylase
(MCAT) was identified downstream of the minimal PKS genes.
MCATs are usually not encoded by type II PKS gene clusters, and
to date the enzymology of malonyl-CoA transfer in type II PKS
has not been firmly established in vivo. In vitro experiments
demonstrate that theact holo-ACP is capable of self-catalyzing its
own malonation at high concentrations of malonyl-CoA.12 An
alternative model is the recruitment of MCATs from fatty acid
synthases (FAS).13 Out of the high number of cloned and sequenced
type II PKSs, yet only a few putative MCATs have been detected.14

However, our most unexpected and striking finding is that the
deduced gene product ofremE is more closely related to AT
domains from modular polyketide synthases (similarity/identity:
51%/37%) than to MCATs from type II PKSs and FASs (<42%/
30%).

The biosynthesis of3 probably involves several cyclases/
aromatases for the controlled formation of the multicyclic decaketide
from the nascent poly-â-keto intermediate. On the basis of the
structures of3 and tetracenomycin (3, tcm), we assumed that both
polyketides share the first biosynthetic steps prior to branching into
a linear and a discoid decaketide. In agreement with our model,
the protein encoded byremI shows high homology to first and
second ring cyclases/aromatases in unreduced systems, such as
TcmN and WhiE-ORFVI.5 Accordingly, theremABCIcassette is
functionally equivalent totcmKLMN(Scheme 1). Not surprisingly,
the downstream processing enzymes that are implicated in the
unprecedented S-shape polyketide folding share much lower
homology to known cyclases. The deduced gene products ofremF
and remL, which are related to TcmJ and the AknW/ZhuJ family
of cyclases,9 respectively, are the candidate cyclases for changing
the direction of chain folding. It needs to be established whether
the nascent poly-â-keto intermediate will be processed by individual
enzymes, which may have dual functions, or alternatively, by a
multienzyme complex; PKS and cyclases may form a cage, in which
the correct folding of the polyketide chain is enhanced and
stabilized, ultimately dictating the shape of the resulting molecule.
One may also reason that upon formation of the fourth ring (3/8),

the fifth cyclization (1/10) occurs spontaneously by attack of the
highly nucleophilic aromatic ring system on the activated acyl-
ACP intermediate. Functional studies are in progress in our lab,
which will soon shed more light on this.

In the biosynthetic scheme, the resulting bis-nor-resistomycin
is subject to a yet unprecedented geminal bis-methylation.13C-
labeling experiments by Ho¨fle et al. revealed that bothgemmethyl
groups of3 are derived fromS-adenosyl methionine (SAM).8 In
the deduced gene products ofremGand remH, conserved motifs
were identified that are characteristic for probable SAM-binding
methyltransferases, strongly suggesting that two individual enzymes
are involved in this unusual PKS tailoring reaction. A further post
PKS transformation may be catalyzed by a FAD-dependent
oxygenase, the deduced gene product of an ORF located on the
second transcript (remO). A very likely role for RemO is hydroxy-
lation of 3 yielding resistoflavin,15 a minor metabolite ofS.
resistomycificus.

In summary, we have successfully identified a novel PKS gene
cluster by heterologously expressing an entire cosmid library and
screening for the fluorescence of the metabolite produced. Therem
gene cluster exhibits several unusual features of the type II PKS
involved, most remarkably, a putative MCAT with highest homol-
ogy to AT domains from modular PKSs. In addition, while all
bacterial aromatic polyketides are either linear or angular, we
provide the first insight into the molecular basis of a unique mode
of cyclization giving rise to a discoid polyketide. The work
presented here thus sets the basis for gaining a deeper understanding
of the mechanisms of polyketide cyclization and may ultimately
provide new opportunities for engineering novel polyketide ring
systems.
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Figure 2. Organization of the resistomycin (rem) biosynthesis gene cluster
and deduced functions (table). PKS and associated genes (black), post PKS
(grey), regulation, resistance, unknown (white).
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